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ABSTRACT 

The study about how to determine the Islamic prayer times where it has been extensively 
investigated. The prayer times determination have been known that used traditional 
methods such as the human eye. Although the prayer time examined by the astronomer's 
but this project is to get closer to Allah and we are so blessed to be Muslim. In this project 
was presented 2 prayer times there are Maghrib and Isya's. In addition, shown the optical 
sky brightness at twilight measurement at Port Klang. The measurement was done using 
electronic device, SQM (Sky Quality Meter). Which can detect the brightness of sky and 
human eye. Based on the result the human eye still give the easiest way to predict the 
prayer time but SQM is best alternative device. Both of SQM and human eye measure the 
amount of perceived light at twilights which is coherent with the statement of the problem 
on visibility when there is no light. Most of data show that both measurements are ahead 
from official prayer times. This is because the measurements are made directly at the time 
rather than official prayer times which generate based on fix criterion. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Salat ("Quran'an and Sunnah") is practice of formal prayer in Islam. Its very 

importance for each Muslims indicated by its status as one of the Five Pillars of 

Sunni Islam. It's having prescribed conditions, a procedure and also time's prayer. 

In the Sunni Islam, Salat have five (5) periods of the days of tradition, where they 

are measured according to the movement of the Sun. 

When we Salat in awe performing this religious observance in the presence of our 

Almighty Lord by feeling His might and grandeur, with fear and respect. A believer 

who wishes to properly fulfill this obligation must take measures against everything 

that might prevent this awed awareness and display the maximum to ensure the 

concentration and attention required in Salat. The correct performance of these 

prayers is a great opportunity to remember our Lord, praise Him, and worship Him 

as one god in the knowledge He is free of all imperfections. Indeed, in one verse 

Allah commands to do Salat in order to remember Him: 


